Shared Dual Languages
We will also be introducing the core stories in
shared dual languages in the coming weeks to
celebrate the range of languages spoken by some
of our children. Watch out for the dates in the
weekly what’s happening as you will be welcome
to join us!!!

DON’T FORGET TO LOOK OUT FOR
OUR RECIPES OF THE MONTH—
HEALTHY TREATS TO MAKE AND
EAT WITH YOUR CHILD!

Key Dates

This Term in Green, Blue
and Purple Rooms

Thursday 24th June 2021—Parent Forum via Zoom
Week commencing 19th July 2021— Eid A—Adha
Wednesday 21st July 2021— School closes for
Summer

Why don’t you follow us on
Facebook

Friday 3rd September 2021—School closed for staff
training

Monday 6th September 2021—School opens
Wednesday 23rd June 2021— Shared dual language
story
Radio us event—TBC

Summer 2
2021

Aquarium/ pet shop visit—TBC
Car show room visit—TBC

Wednesday 7th July 2021—Summer picnic in the
park
Wednesday 14th July 2021—Leavers ceremony

Reminder
Please remember to continue to wear a facemask
when on site.
Please keep us all safe by sanitizing yours and
your child’s hands when you enter the building!

Bateman Street
Bradford
BD8 7DJ
West Yorkshire
01274 546492
Email office@midlandroad.co.uk
www.midlandroadnursery.org.uk

Jeśli potrzebujesz tlumaczenia na jezyk
polski uzyj numeru.
যদি এই অনুবাি বাাংলায় চান তাহলল
উপলেে সাংখ্যায় যযাগালযাগ করুন.
اگر آپ اردو میں اس کا ترجمہ کرنا چاہتے ہیں تو اوپر
ربمیسے رابطہ رکی

THIS HALF-TERM IN GREEN, BLUE and PURPLE ROOM
Extending Children’s Knowledge
Following children’s interests
Washing Cars
Many of our children have shown an ongoing interest in
washing and fixing cars. We will enhance their play by
providing tool boxes to fix cars as well as providing car
washing stations outdoors. We will provide the children
with hoses, sponges, buckets, wipes and other tools
they can use to fix and clean their cars. This will allow us
to continue to talk to the children about the importance
of hygiene and keeping our toys clean. We will arrange
a visit to the local car show room, Oasis. In addition we
will make links about roads, vehicles and pedestrians, to
build on children’s awareness of road safety.

Shadows
Children have displayed a key fascination in noticing
their shadows on the ground on sunny days. We will
support children to develop their thinking and
observational skills by discussing why shadows appear
and change. We will encourage children to make their
shadows move so that they can come to understand
that the way a shadow falls depends on the position of
the light source.

Introducing New Knowledge and Skills
This is what we will teach the children
Our core story this term will be: The Rainbow
Fish by Marcus Pfister- This is an award winning
book about a beautiful fish who finds friendship
and happiness when he learns to share with others. The
storyline of this book will help to support children with
their transitions to primary school in September and we
will also refer to the rainbow fish when teaching the children about making choices, building friendships and sharing
through verbal communication and interaction with each
other.
The core story in Purple room is: Walking
through the Jungle by Debbie Harter. This
book takes the children on a whirlwind tour around the
habitats of the world, through the jungle to the oceans.
They encounter a whole host of wild animals that roar and
growl before chasing them all the way back home. We will
teach the children to recognise rhyme earn about words,
sounds and language formation, hearing rhyme, rhythm
and repetition helps children develop early literacy skills.
We will visit our wild life garden to have interactive story
sessions

Things you can do to support your
child’s learning
Supporting transition from nursery to reception.
Many of our children will be leaving us at the end of
this term to move to their new schools in September.
We will focus on this transition in order to build their
confidence as we understand this is a big change for
you and your child. We will focus on the story “I am
too absolutely small for school” featuring the
children’s favourite characters Charlie and Lola. We
hope that by reading this and other stories we will
help support the children to understand their
upcoming transitions to school. There will be lots of
different uniforms set up as part of an imaginative role
play “Going to school” where children can dress up
and talk about the different emotions they are going
through with this change.

You could support this by:

A visit to the local pet shop will be arranged to
see the different animals and the aquarium as it
will inspire the children and help to improve imagination,
social and emotional skills. We will teach the children
about the different types of fish and their unique body parts
like gills, fins and their tails which help them to swim.



Pre reading skills



We will continue to prepare for transition to Primary
schools using songs and rhymes to build phonemic
awareness and sounds of words. We will use puppets
alongside stories to develop children’s vocabulary further.






Talking about going to a new school in
September. If you know the teacher’s name,
talk about them.
Allowing your child to help prepare their
uniform in advance.
Walking or driving past the school and talking
about it. Look for the entrance you will use.
Look out for the school badge or logo on letters
and signs outside the school.
Take photos of all the wonderful things you do
together to show your new teacher in
September.

